
SEFERIS CYPRUS POEMS 



Seferis visited Cyprus for several times and he saw a tree 

which is called sycamore  

(it is very tall tree with big leaves) and he got inspired and  

wrote the following poem. 



Poem: “Ayia Napa B” 
Under the old sycamore 

Crazy the air was 

playing 

With the birds with the 

clones 

And she did not talk to 

us 

Under the old sycamore 

The air stand and left 

To the south castle 

And it did not touch us. 

  

  

  

 

Under the old sycamore 

The dry air came back 

And everywhere were 

coins 

And sold us. 



MONKS 

 Monk is called the person 

who follows the asceticism. 

He is the person who lives in 

a monastery and he prays 

seeking for getting closer to 

God. This practice is very 

widespread in Christianity 

but also in others religions. 



 A poem from ‘’Details in Cyprus’’ which mentions treadmill 

and gourd say that: A monk went to Seferis, wearing a hat, a 

cassock and a leather belt.  

 



 There, he took a gourd (pumkin) and he started decorating it. Firstly 

he decorated the neck with palm trees, scales and rings. Then he 

went to the bottom, where he painted four men: the man who 

illegally was cultivating foreign fields, the man who was cheating in 

the weighing, the man who was stealing the flour and the man who 

was disparaging others. Moreover he painted two women next to the 

men: the woman who did not want children, and the nun who lost 

her quality. Finally at the edge he painted the sleepless worm, 

which expressed the wish for freedom.  

 



Pumpkin  
IN THE POEM DETAILS IN CYPRUS 



Contents: 

 What is a Pumpkin 

 Usage of Pumpkin in old years 

 Usage of Pumpkin today 

 Importance 

 Shape and size 

 Processing 

 Decoration 

 Pumpkins 

 



What is a Pumpkin: 

 It is a dry Pumpkin. These pumpkins are called in 

Cyprus Kolokia or Kolotzia. 



Usage of Pumpkin in old years: 

 It is considered as one of 

the most useful objects 

for storing of drinks for 

hundreds of years. 

 The Farmer or the 

Shepherd filled it with 

water and it was also 

used as a storage place 

for olives . 

 During festivals and 

marriages it was used 

as decoration where 

they placed hollowed 

crullers through the 

neck of the pumpkin.  



Usage of Pumpkin in old years: 

 It was used also as a small container for the 

birds to eat or drink. 

 It was curved in a way it could be made as a 

musical instrument. 



Pumpkin decoration is an old and very 

important craft that presents and 

preserves the history and culture of 

Cyprus.  





The decoration of pumkin: 



GEORGE SEFERIS: 
 “Then the monk came with his 

cap, short rope,  leather belt,  

began to decorate the pumpkin. 

 He began with his neck, 

 drawing palm trees, scales and 

rings. 

 Next, while he was holding the 

pumpkin in his wide palm, 

 he drew a claimant of foreign 

land, a moneylender, an ignoble 

miller and a backbiter.” 

 



GEORGE SEFERIS: 

“He finally added the  abhorred 

woman and the religious who 

broke her holly expletive and 

the edge, almost mystic, the 

nonsleeping worm.” 

This is a part of Seferis’s poetry 

about Cyprus. 

 



Wheel well 



• What is wheel well? 
People used a wheel well to water their fields. It 

operated with the help of a mule, a donkey or a horse. 



• Some lyrics  

 

Wooden wheel ‘alakati’well, asleep 

under the shade of the chestnut 

tree, half into the ground and half 

into the water… 



The cats of St Nicolas 

 ‘’Wild stubborn and always wounded 

Killed snakes but at the end 

They were lost could not bear such poison’’ 

 



 Cape Gata (Κάβο Γάτα) is the south-

eastern cape of the Akrotiri 

Peninsula in Cyprus.  

 The name of the cape comes from 

the close monastery of St. Nicholas.  

Poem Story :  

 “On the island for many years the 

place filled with snakes. The monks 

used to keep cats in the monastery 

which they released out of the 

monastery in order to hunt the 

snakes. This battle of snakes with 

cats lasted years and in the end cats 

killed the snakes.” 

 

 

 



 Another tradition says that St Eleni brought the cats to the 

island to kill the snakes which came to Cyprus because of the 

drought.  

 



Chapel of  Saint Mamas 

Nobelist George 

Seferis, during his stay 

in Cyprus in 1953, was 

inspired by the church 

and wrote his poem 

"Details in Cyprus”.  

 


